A challenge for scaling up quantum processors using frequency-crowded, weakly anharmonic qubits is to drive individual qubits without causing leakage into non-computational levels of the others, while also minimizing the number of control lines. To address this, we implement single-qubit WahWah control in a circuit QED processor with a single feedline for all transmon qubits, operating at the maximum gate speed achievable given the frequency crowding. Randomized benchmarking and quantum process tomography confirm alternating qubit control with ≤ 1% average error per computational step and decoherence-limited idling of one qubit while driving another with a WahWah pulse train.
Experimental quantum computing [1] seldom employs true qubits. Most architectures use effective qubits defined by a pair of energy levels within a multi-level quantum object (typically the ground and first excited states, labelled |0 and |1 ). Examples include non-spin-1/2 electron and nuclear spins [2] , electronic levels in atoms and ions [3] , photons with combined polarization, frequency and positional degrees of freedom [4] , and most superconducting quantum circuits [5] . The transmon [6] , phase [7] and capacitively-shunted flux [8] qubits are weakly anharmonic oscillators with logical transition frequency ω 01 and nearest leakage transition frequency ω 12 detuned by |∆| = |ω 12 − ω 01 | ∼ 0.1 × ω 01 . In these superconducting systems, temporarily occupying levels outside the computational subspace offers the key to fast and efficient multi-qubit operations such as conditional-phase [9, 10] and Toffoli gates [11, 12] , and high-fidelity single-shot readout [13] .
The benefits of using multi-level structures for quantum computing are balanced by more challenging singlequbit control. When driving an individual effective qubit with a resonant pulse at ω 01 , the anharmonicity |∆| imposes a practical limit on the maximum speed of gate operations, marking the transition from decoherenceto leakage-dominated errors. While theoretical optimal control has broken the speed limit using non-analytic pulses [14] , analytic pulses with few tuning parameters are preferred by experimentalists for ease of implementation and tuning. Keeping leakage-induced errors below the 1% fault-tolerance threshold of modern errorcorrecting schemes [15] imposes the necessary but insufficient condition t g 2π/|∆| on the single-qubit gate time t g . Interestingly, the standard Gaussian envelope is insufficient despite satisfying the minimal time-frequency uncertainty product. Proposed [14, 16, 17 ] DRAG (Derivative Removal by Adiabatic Gate) pulses combining Gaussian and derivative-of-Gaussian envelopes on the in-and out-of-phase quadratures have been widely adopted following validation with phase [18] and transmon [19] qubits in one-and two-qubit devices. To date, the combination of DRAG and improved coherence has achieved average single-qubit gate errors of 0.08% in transmon qubits [20] .
Moving forward, it is imperative to preserve highquality single-qubit control as more effective qubits are crowded in a fixed frequency range. In architectures such as 2D [21] and 3D [22] circuit QED which exploit a common feedline or coupled resonator to drive multiple qubits, control drives couple almost equally to addressed and unadressed qubits. In this regime of nearunity cross-talk, the absolute detuning |δ| between the logical transition of one qubit and the leakage transition of its frequency neighbor sets an even lower speed limit when |δ| < |∆|. In order to ease coherence time requirements, it is therefore important to design analytic pulses with t g ∼ 2π/|δ| which avoid leakage in both the addressed qubit and its neighbor (henceforth termed internal and external leakage). To this end, Schutjens et al. [23] have recently developed Wah-Wah control (Weak AnHarmonicity With Average Hamiltonian), combining DRAG with sideband modulation in a four-parameter pulse.
In this article, we present the experimental validation of leakage-avoiding Wah-Wah control at the speed limit of a multi-transmon 2D circuit QED processor. We create a bias condition with δ/2π = 57 MHz and demonstrate avoidance of both external and internal leakage at gate times 16 ns ≤ t g ≤ 24 ns. Stroboscopic population measurements show that DRAG-only pulsing induces significant net population in the third level of the unaddressed transmon, while Wah-Wah ensures all population returns to the computational subspace by the end of the pulse. Using a variant of standard randomized benchmarking [24] , we show alternating individual control of both qubits with 0.8 − 1.0% average error per computational step. Finally, we use quantum process tomography to demonstrate decoherence-limited idling of the unaddressed qubit as the other undergoes a Wah-Wah pulse train. Optimization of the four-parameter, analytic Wah-Wah pulse shape is straightforward and accelerated by a simple model of the system Hamiltonian using independently measured parameters. Our results establish Wah-Wah control as an important tool for scalability, allowing control of frequency-crowded effective qubits at threshold without dedicated control lines.
We focus on two transmons (Q a and Q b ) within a fourtransmon, five-resonator 2D cQED processor of similar design to that of Ref. 25 . Resonant control and readout pulses for all qubits are applied via one feedline coupling to readout resonators connecting to one qubit each. Using local flux control, we bias Q a and Q b to logical transitions ω Fig. 1(a) ]. Thus, we expect [23] DRAG pulses [ Fig. 1(b) ] targeting Q a to induce significant leakage from |1 b to |2 b for t g 2π/δ ∼ 20 ns. Indeed, we note that just four back-to-back Q a DRAG π pulses already leak ∼ 50% of the initial population in |1 b to |2 b for t g = 16 ns (Fig. 2) . Note that to within the few-percent accuracy limited by state preparation and measurement errors (SPAM), DRAG pulses do successfully avoid internal leakage in Q a , as expected [14] .
Using similar measurements, we now attempt to also avoid external leakage using the additional sideband modulation characteristic of Wah-Wah pulse envelopes [ Fig. 1(c) ] [23] :
Here, Ω I and Ω Q are the pulse envelopes in the in-and out-of-phase quadratures, and amplitude A θ determines the rotation angle θ. The theory predicts that sideband modulation of the conventional Gaussian envelope in Ω I can mitigate external leakage for suitably chosen modulation amplitude A m and frequency ω m . Just as in DRAG, keeping Ω Q proportional to the time derivative of Ω I should prevent internal leakage in Q a upon optimizing the scaling parameter β. Figure 2 provides the experimental confirmation of external and internal leakage mitigation to within the accuracy allowed by SPAM. Q a Wah-Wah π pulses with manually-optimized A m , ω m , A π , and β populate |2 b only temporarily, returning all population to |1 b by the end of each pulse. (Details of the Wah-Wah pulse tune-up procedure are provided in the Supplement [26] ). A numerical simulation of the system dynamics, which truncates the Hamiltonian at three levels per transmon, shows good correspondence with the manually optimized pulse parameters. To test its utility, we used the simulation to obtain first estimates of pulse parameters at two other Q b bias points with even tighter separation of their logical frequencies (δ/2π = −60 MHz and −80 MHz). We also obtained similar internal and external leakage mitigation for t g = 16 ns (data not shown).
While Wah-Wah pulsing on Q a successfully mitigates net leakage in Q b , the temporary excursion of quantum amplitude from |1 b to |2 b induces a relative phase between levels |0 b and |1 b , i.e., a z rotation in the Q b qubit subspace. This induced phase is a deterministic function of the Q a pulse parameters defined above. Thus, we can compensate it already in pulse synthesis by adjusting the phase of all subsequent Q b pulses, in the style of virtual z gates [27] . To calibrate the phase shift, we embed several consecutive Wah-Wah Q a pulses (either all π or π/2) into the second wait period in a standard echo sequence on Q b (π/2, wait, π, wait, π/2). The final π/2 rotation translates the acquired phase into a population difference between |0 b and |1 b . We observe that the induced Q b phase is independent of rotation axis and linear in the number of Q a pulses of a given type: 8.2
We perform a similar calibration of compensating z gates on Q a for DRAG pulses applied to Q b . Even though ω a 12 − ω b 01 /2π = −770 MHz and Q b DRAG pulsing does not produce Q a leakage (shown below), there is phase accrual in the Q a qubit subspace: 2.5
• (9.3 • ) per π/2 (π) pulse. In order to test both leakage mitigation and phase compensation to higher accuracy than allowed by SPAM, we employ randomized benchmarking (RB). The singlequbit protocol first proposed and implemented by Knill et al. [24] (standard RB) provides a valuable baseline for gate errors on the addressed qubit, without concern for the unaddressed one. In standard RB [24, 28] , one applies pseudo-random sequences of consecutive π and π/2 pulses to Q k and measures the decay of fidelity to the • between subsequent π pulses exacerbates the net leakage. In contrast, Wah-Wah pulses populate |2 b temporarily, returning the population to |1 b by the end of each pulse.
ideal final state of that qubit (always |0 k or |1 k ) as the number of pulses is increased [ Fig. 3(a) ]. This decay allows extracting [26, 29] the average error per computational step (EPS), where computational step is defined as a pair of back-to-back π and π/2 pulses [24] . We extract EPS as a function of the step time t s = 2(t g + t b ) by varying the buffer time t b between pulses (t b ≥ 2 ns). To within statistical error, a linear fit of EPS(t s ) for Q a (Q b ) at short t s extrapolates to the origin [Figs. 3(b)-(c)]. This observation suggests that the minimal 0.4% (0.4%) EPS is already decoherence limited.
With the EPS baselines from standard RB in place, we now employ alternating RB to investigate whether control of either qubit can remain decoherence limited when pulses are interleaved on the other. We apply an RB pulse on one qubit during the buffer (t b ≥ t g + 4 ns) for the other, and perform virtual z-gate compensation for all pulses. Alternating RB performed with DRAG pulses on both Q a and Q b has no impact on Q a , but increases the Q b EPS to ∼ 5% [ Fig. 3(b) ]. However, by using Wah-Wah pulses on Q a , we recover the decoherence limited baselines simultaneously on both qubits. Similar results for t g = 20 ns and 24 ns are presented in the Supplement [26] .
As the final test of whether Wah-Wah pulsing on Q a Model curves for true idling take into account the measured Q b qubit relaxation and dephasing times [26] . The model assumes dephasing dominated by 1/f noise [30] . The Q b average gate fidelity to identity during Qa Wah-Wah RB (circles) is indistinguishable from that of true idling. In contrast, Qa DRAG RB (triangles) deteriorates fidelity at shorter ti.
affects Q b , we perform quantum process tomography (QPT) of Q b under various idling conditions: no pulses on Q a (true idling), Q a DRAG RB, and Q a Wah-Wah RB (Fig. 4) . The process map is a 9 × 4 transfer matrix [31] relating an initial reduced density matrix in the Q b qubit subspace to a final reduced density matrix in the three-level [32] subspace. The Q b average gate fidelity to identity for true idling decreases consistently with an analytic model [26] based on measured Q b relaxation and dephasing rates. As expected, Q b idling is compromised under Q a DRAG RB, and worsens the shorter t g . An analysis discerning contributions from population transfer and dephasing errors [26] confirms that the loss of idling fidelity is limited by induced leakage and not by imperfect z-gate compensation. Remarkably, the idling fidelity under Q a Wah-Wah RB is nearly identical to the true idling fidelity for all t g , further demonstrating the usefulness of the new control method.
In summary, we have shown experimentally, using level-population measurements, RB, and QPT, that Wah-Wah control [23] successfully mitigates crosstalkinduced leakage in a crowded spectrum of transmon qubits at gate times where the widely-adopted DRAG control fails. Wah-Wah control therefore represents a step towards scalability in multi-qubit architectures by allowing selective control of an increasing number of effective qubits without an equal addition of control lines. Wah-Wah builds sideband modulation to DRAG without sacrificing the analytic nature of the two-quadrature pulse shape, adding only two easily optimized parameters. Our demonstration in circuit QED takes place in the worst-case regime of unity crosstalk, with control pulses applied via one common feedline coupling equally to the addressed qubit and the unaddressed nearestfrequency neighbor. Looking forwards, as two-qubit gate and measurement times [33] decrease to that of singlequbit gates, the current restriction to non-overlapping control of frequency-neighboring qubits could ultimately bottleneck the clock cycle in surface-code quantum error correction [15] . A useful generalization of Wah-Wah, however, would allow simultaneous control of two qubits at small |δ|.
We Supplement to "Mitigating information leakage in a crowded spectrum of weakly anharmonic qubits" The chip is a four-transmon, five-resonator 2D cQED quantum processor of nearly identical design and fabrication as that presented in Ref. (Table S1 ). The other two (inactive) transmons on the chip were biased at 4.31 GHz and 7.25 GHz throughout. Additional device parameters at bias point 1
For bias point 1, where all shown data were taken, we calibrated several device parameters needed as input for simulation (discussed below). Measured relaxation and dephasing times of Q a and Q b are listed in Table S2 . The Rabi frequencies of equal-amplitude drives resonant with the |0 ↔ |1 and |1 ↔ |2 transitions of each transmon are listed in Table S3 , normalized to that of 
where
Π k l = |l k l k |, and ρ k the reduced qutrit density matrix of Q k . We calibrate the coefficients β k i,j by measuring V k i immediately after preparing |0 k , |1 k , and |2 k . We prepare the last two states using optimized DRAG pulses R 
Pulse tuning
Tune-up of Q a and Q b pulses at each bias point and t g began with a manual optimization of DRAG pulses on each transmon without concern for their effect on the other. To facilitate the fine tuning of the pulse amplitude A θ (A π/2 = A π /2) and the DRAG parameter β, we used a test sequence similar to those in Refs. 3 and 4. Each segment of the sequence applies one of 21 different pairs of pulses (each drawn from {I, R When turning on Wah-Wah pulsing of Q a at bias point 1, we followed a manual optimization procedure. For each choice of sideband-modulation parameters A m and ω m , we first estimated the amplitude needed to preserve the area under the in-phase quadrature envelope. We multiplied the DRAG A θ by I DRAG /(I DRAG −A m I W−W ), where
We found this method to be accurate to ±0.4%. Using the test sequence above (but implemented with WahWah pulses), we next tuned β. Finally, similarly to Figs. 2 and S2, we measured the P b 2 produced by a sequence of four back-to-back Q a Wah-Wah pulses. In this way, we manually found the Wah-Wah parameters (A θ , β, A m , and ω m ) pulses that produce minimal P b 2 while performing the intended Q a operation. The procedure was separately performed for θ = π and π/2 pulses. Once a good correspondence was established between manually optimized pulse parameters and those suggested by simulation, we increasingly relied on simulation to fix A m and ω m , and only manually tuned β. A summary of optimal Q a DRAG, Q a Wah-Wah, and Q b DRAG pulse parameters at the three bias points and several t g is provided in Table S4 .
We finally note that to calibrate DRAG pulses in the {|1 k , |2 k } subspace, we modified the test sequence to apply a pre-optimized R 
Randomized benchmarking
The performance of optimized pulses was measured using randomized benchmarking (RB). In standard RB, random pairs of π and π/2 pulses are applied, all targeting the same transmon. The last π/2 pulse is chosen so that the targeted transmon ideally ends in either |0 or |1 . For some sequences, this involves replacing the last π/2 with identity. The fidelity F (squared overlap) of the final transmon state to the ideal final state is measured for each RB sequence. The average F over all RB sequences is then plotted as function of the number of π/2 pulses, N π/2 .
In alternating RB, two standard RB sequences targeting different transmons are interleaved. Pulses targeting one transmon are applied during the buffer separating pulses targeting the other. Calibrated virtual z gates are applied both ways: to Q a following a pulse on Q b , and viceversa.
Pulse randomization. We briefly describe the pulse randomization procedure used to generate RB sequences. We first create at least 5 pseudo-random trains of ±π/2 pulses around x and y (both signs and axes with equal probability), with enough pulses that the complete RB sequence would span 4 µs. Each π/2 pulse train is then interleaved with a train of N π/2 + 1 Pauli randomization pulses. Each Pauli randomization pulse is taken from the set {I, R 
with probability 1/4 for I and 1/8 for all others, and z-axis π rotations replaced with virtual z gates.
Extraction of average error per computational step. Following Ref. 5 , we define a computational step as a pair of π and π/2 pulses including buffers [total step time t s = 2(t g + t b )]. Our estimate of the average error per computational step, EPS, is obtained from a fit of F(N π/2 ). In the absence of leakage, we expect [5, 6] 
with A = 1/2 and EPS = (1 − e −α ) /2. Note that F(0) = 1 because we correct for readout errors. This functional form fits very well the F(N π/2 ) data for standard RB and for alternating RB with Q a Wah-Wah pulses, with bestfit asymptotic fidelity A = 0.50 ± 0.05 in all cases. EPS error bars in Figs. 3 and S4 represent 95% confidence intervals.
In the presence of leakage, we expect [7] 
with reduced asymptotic fidelity 1/3 ≤ A < 1/2. We find good fits of this form to the Q b F data for alternating RB with Q a DRAG pulses. For t g = 16 ns, t s = 36 ns, the best-fit A = 0.33 ± 0.02 confirms strong leakage. Following Ref. 7, we use (1 − e −α ) /2 as estimator of EPS also in this case.
Quantum process tomography
We performed quantum process tomography (QPT) to fully characterize the evolution of Q b under three idling scenarios: no applied pulses on Q a , Q a DRAG RB pulsing, and Q a Wah-Wah RB pulsing.
In general, a quantum process is a linear, tracepreserving map of density matrices. The channel can be fully described by a transfer matrix R connecting the input and output density matrices, each expanded in a suitable basis. The Pauli basis is a standard choice for processes confined to a qubit subspace [8] . In our case, the input and output spaces are the qubit and qutrit subspaces of Q b . For the input space, we use the basis
For the output space, we use 
The quantum process is fully characterized by a 9 × 4 real-valued matrix with elements R pq . We used a four-step QPT protocol to extract R for each idling scenario. The steps are: (i) state preparation, (ii) idling for a time t i , (iii) measurement pre-rotation, and (iv) measurement.
(i) For state preparation, a calibrated DRAG pulse U n was applied to |0 b , taken from the set
(ii) The Q a rotations during t i were chosen according to the RB protocol described above. The QPT protocol was repeated for 64 distinct RB sequences (8 seeds, 8 Pauli randomizations per seed). The transfer matrix R was computed as an average over these randomizations.
(iii) The measurement pre-rotations V m on Q b were chosen from the set {I, R Optimized DRAG pulses were used to implement all rotations. This set of pre-rotations augments that of Ref. [9] with redundant rotations in order to increase the stability of the inversion.
(iv) Using the dispersive readout described above, we obtain averaged integrated voltages V I and V Q for each (V m , U n ) pair.
The averaged measurement V i kl for each (V m , U n ) pair (6 × 15 = 90 pairs total) is related to R by
(S4) Combining all measurements, we arrive at a set of 180 linear equations for the 36 unknown R pq . We solve this over-determined set of linear equations by unweighted least-squares inversion.
As a measure of idling performance, we extract the average gate fidelity, F g , of Q b to identity [10, 11] . We find
To gain further insight into the sources of infidelity, we decompose F g as
. F 1 is sensitive to errors in population transfer. F 2 is sensitive to population transfer and also to pure dephasing within the qubit subspace. For true idling, we model
and
The model F 2 reflects dominant pure dephasing by 1/f flux noise, as suggested by a non-exponential Ramsey fringe decay observed for Q b .
SIMULATION
We perform a numerical simulation of the driven twoqubit system in order to: (a) validate the Wah-Wah modulation parameters manually optimized at bias point 1 and (b) speed-up the optimization of these parameters at other bias points. Following Ref. 12, we model the system Hamiltonian in a frame rotating with a resonant drive at ω a 01 , truncate at three lowest-energy levels per transmon, and make the rotating wave approximation:
Here, σ
, and Ω I (t) and Ω Q (t) are the in-and out-of-phase pulse envelopes. Finally, λ k l is the coupling strength of the drive to the |l − 1 k ↔ |l k transition. All model parameters are obtained from calibration measurements.
For each choice of gate time t g , bias point, and Q a pulse rotation angle θ ∈ {π, π/2}, we identify a manifold of (A θ , β, A m , ω m ) values performing a high-quality pulse on Q a . For each (A m , ω m ) pair in the range A m ∈ [−1, 1] and ω m /2π ∈ [0, 100 MHz], we find the A θ and β achieving the desired rotation angle θ and minimizing internal leakage in Q a . We then calculate the leakage P • .
EXTENDED RESULTS
This section presents four figures lending further support to the main text claims. Complementing Fig. 2,  Fig. S2 shows the evolution of level populations in Q a and Q b during repeated π/2 pulses on Q a . Figure S3 compares measurements and simulation of |2 b leakage induced by four back-to-back π or π/2 Wah-Wah pulses on Q a . Image plots of leakage as a function of modulation parameters show good correspondence between the optimal Wah-Wah parameters found by simulation and manually in experiment. Complementing Fig. 3, Fig. S4 shows standard and alternating randomized benchmarking results for longer gate times t g = 20 ns and 24 ns. Finally, complementing Fig. 4, Fig. S5 helps identify dominant limitations to Q b idling from decoherence, leakage error, and phase-compensation error. Q b average gate fidelity to the identity process as a function of idling time ti, decomposed into components with different sensitivity to population transfer and to pure dephasing. (a-c) Fidelity F1 is sensitive to relaxation within the qubit subspace and leakage out of the qubit subspace. (df) Fidelity F2 is also sensitive to pure dephasing within the qubit subspace. Same raw data as in Fig. 4 . Squares, circles, and triangles correspond to true idling (i.e., no pulses on Qa), Qa DRAG RB, and Qa Wah-Wah RB, respectively. The combination of these plots allows two conclusions: Q b idling for Qa Wah-Wah RB is decoherence limited; Q b idling for Qa DRAG RB is dominated by leakage (rather than imperfect zgate compensation). The large error bars for Qa DRAG RB reflect the sensitivity of Q b leakage to the randomization of Qa DRAG pulses. See text for the details of the model for true idling (solid curves).
